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Henry Leck, Founder and Artistic Director of the Indianapolis Children's Choir and Director of
Choral Activities at Butler University, has influenced thousands of young musicians and
teachers through his dedication to choral excellence and the idea that children can perform
music with artistry and understanding. This comprehensive text, written with Dr. Flossie
Jordan, is an insightful guide for choral directors in the field and in training to help develop the
teaching skills, leadership abilities, conducting technique, knowledge of repertoire and
organizational skills necessary for success. Chapters include: 1. Going Beyond the Craft of
Music Making 2. Vocal Techniques for the Young Singer 3. Director Preparation 4. Musical
Expression through Visualization 5. Dalcroze Techniques in the Choral Rehearsal 6. Creating
Artistry Through a Kodaly Curriculum 7. The Boy's Expanding Voice: Take the High Road 8.
Leadership Style 9. Organization 1 . Epilogue As an added bonus, the book includes a CDROM with dozens of helpful forms and documents from the Indianapolis Children's Choir
covering organizing a children's choir, auditions, governing documents, managing volunteers,
fundraising, grant writing and much more!
This is the choral score of the most famous of the several Vivaldi works with the title of
"Gloria." This edition and translation by Clayton Westermann features vocal text both in Latin
and English, and a piano reduction of the orchestral parts (including figured bass). There is
also a short preface by the editor to explain performance practice. This sacred work is for
SATB with SATB Soli and includes: * Gloria in Excelsis * Et in Terra Pax * Laudamus Te *
Gratias Agimus Tibi * Propter Magnam Gloriam * Domine Deus * Domine Fili Unigenite *
Domine Deus, Agnus Dei * Qui Tollis * Qui Sedes ad Dexteram * Quoniam to Solus Sanctus *
Cum Sancto Spiritu
Still with the MusicMy Autobiography
Retelling of the myth of the Cretan Minotaur, this book considers the inner world of the
Minotaur himself, and suggests a dark and compelling reason for Ariadne's intense relationship
with Theseus.
A handbook of year and summer programs in foreign countries for high school students,
college and university students, and teachers.
This collection of jazz etudes with an accompanying CD gives students a fun and effective way
to learn to play jazz style blues lines. the CD tracks provide a professional rhythm section
(piano, bass, drums) to play along with, plus recordings of professional jazz musicians playing
each etude. the recordings help to provide a model for the student's stylistic development, and
an opportunity to play with a great band! Each of the 12 etudes provides a new challenge to
master.
Max Richter: Piano Works presents, for the first time in print, 15 of Max Richter’s piano pieces,
suitable for the intermediate pianist. Each piece is accompanied by notes specially written by
the composer. This ground-breaking collection represents a unique drawing together of Max
Richter’s varied output, embracing his work with the London Philharmonic (Memoryhouse),
The Blue Notebooks, Royal Ballet-commissioned Infra and subsequent his acclaimed concept
albums. Innovative and imaginative, yet at the same time accessible and easy to play, some of
Max Richter's most famous Piano Works are at last available in what will surely become an
instant classic collection. This volume includes: - Andras - The Blue Notebooks - Circles from
the rue Simon-Crubellier - Departure - The Family - Fragment - From the rue Villin - H in New
England - Horizon Variations - INFRA 3 - Leo's Journal - The Tartu Piano - The Twins (Prague)
- Vladimir's Blues - Written On The Sky

(Vocal Collection). The G. Schirmer Opera Anthology series revolutionized opera
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aria study after its release in 1991. There are so many wonderful soprano arias
that a second volume was warranted. The music is predominantly for lyric
soprano. As in the original volumes, these are new, clean editions, with historical
and plot information about each of the 32 arias included.
(Boosey & Hawkes Chamber Music). Composed for Joo Yeon Sir, winner of The
Arts Club Karl Jenkins Music Award 2014, in association with Classic fM, and first
performed the following year at London's Royal Albert with the Royal
Philharmonic Orchestra, conducted by the composer. Constructed like a
passacaglia, the plaintive opening statement gradually rises to a passionate
virtuoso display featuring double stops and advanced bowing and pizzicato
techniques before subsiding to a calm close. The composer later incorporated
the work into Cantata Memoria, a commemoration of the 1966 Aberfan tragedy.
Performance materials available on hire. Suitable for advanced standard
performers.
This anthology of 9 original pieces for organ illustrates the richness and diversity
which characterize the composer's writing for this instrument. It includes
previously unpublished works and organists' favourites.
Choral Scores is an anthology of music exemplifying distinctive choral repertoire
by the most noteworthy composers throughout the history of Western music. A
companion volume to Denis Shrock's Choral Repertoire (Oxford 2009), it
presents works of salient importance to the development of choral music in
Western culture, representing the music of the composers, eras, and movements
discussed most prominently in that volume. Including 132 compositions by 124
different composers, each presented unabridged and in full score, and spanning
the entirety of Western music history, from the medieval era through the twentieth
century, and into the twenty-first, Choral Scores is the most thorough, and up-todate collection of choral music available. Complete with an appendix offering
literal translations of texts, as well as composer and genre indices, Choral Scores
is an essential reference for choral scholars, teachers, and students alike.
(BH Piano). A broad selection of piano works by Aaron Copland, conveniently
published in a single volume. Contents: The Cat and the Mouse * Down a
Country Lane * Four Piano Blues * In Evening Air * Midsummer Nocturne * Night
Thoughts * Passacaglia * Petit Portrait * Piano Sonata * Piano Variations * Three
Moods * Midday Thoughts * Proclamation for Piano.
Recreate the sounds of Adiemus with this new playalong series
Integrates musical awareness, creativity and technical development. This title
develops the pupil as a musician as well as an instrumentalist right from the start
through an integrated programme of games, activities, songs and pieces.
The long-awaited memoir of one of the world's most popular contemporary classical
composers The Welsh musician Karl Jenkins is the UK's most popular contemporary
composer, and one of the world's most critically acclaimed musicians. His fascinating story
covers one of the most versatile careers in modern music. In this highly entertaining memoir,
Jenkins gives an insight into the creative process behind the music that has touched so many
across the globe. Having studied at the Royal Academy of Music, Jenkins became known as a
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jazz musician before going on to join legendary progressive rock band Soft Machine, of which
he was a key member in the 1970s. Then, in the 1980s, he achieved huge success in the
world of advertising, composing for brands such as Levi's, BA, Renault, Volvo, De Beers, Tag
Heuer, and Pepsi. But it was in 1994 that his immensely successful project Adiemus: Songs of
Sanctuary propelled him to international stardom. Combining a classical music style with an
invented language, ethnic vocals, and percussion, the composition struck a chord with listeners
the world over, reaching the top of the charts in many countries. Jenkins has since gone from
strength to strength, forming a huge international following. He is that rare thing: a
contemporary classical composer with enormous popular appeal, and one of Britain's national
treasures. For all music fans, this will be a must read.
(BH Piano). The music of Karl Jenkins is known the world over, from the theme from Palladio
used in the "Diamonds Are Forever" commercials, to The Armed Man: A Mass for Peace for
chorus and orchestra. These themes and more are collected here for piano, including works
from Requiem , Adiemus and from Kiri Te Kanawa's album of Jenkins' music.
This collection of rounds and part songs, drawn from the collections of Thomas Ravenscroft,
provides a look into the popular music-making of the 16th and early 17th centuries.
Overflowing with helpful editorial suggestions and historical context, this is a wonderful
resource for both performance and education!
(BH Secular Choral). Symphonic Adiemus presents twelve numbers from the Adiemus series
in dynamic new scorings for SATB choir and full symphony orchestra. Since it was first heard
in 1994, Adiemus has captured the imagination of music lovers worldwide thanks to its unique
combination of classical principles with the flavors of world and ethnic music. Symphonic
Adiemus includes numbers from the first three albums Songs of Sanctuary, Cantata Mundi and
Dances of Time. Recorded on Decca 5793828 by the London Philharmonic Choir and the
Adiemus Symphony Orchestra of Europe.
Features a choral/orchestral work from the composer of Adiemus and The Armed Man. This
title features a work divided into twelve movements and incorporates additional texts including
Ave verum corpus, Lament by Carol Barratt, and English texts derived from ancient Babylonian
and mediaeval Persian sources.
This book explores the technical and aesthetic legacy of Igor Stravinsky.
(Boosey & Hawkes Chamber Music). These delightful collections of carefully-selected pieces
provide the perfect repertoire resource for aspiring Grade 1 and Grade 2 instrumentalists. Each
piece included in these wide-ranging collections is complemented by useful practice and
performance tips. A CD of demonstration and backing tracks is also included to enhance both
private practice and public performance.

(Piano Collection). Contents: Six Preludes (Nos. V, VI, VII, VIII, IX, X) * Variations
sur un theme de Chopin * Suburdis (El carrer el guitarrista i el vell cavall,
Gitanes, La cegueta, L'home de l'aristo) * Scenes d'Enfants * Paisajes (La fuente
y la campana, El lago, Carros de Galicia) * Cancion y danza (Nos. IX, X, XI, XII) *
Musica Callada (28 pieces for piano) * Fetes Lointaines (6 pieces for piano).
inch....this work is likely to become a standart work very quickly and is to be
recommended to all schools where recorder studies are undertaken inch. (Oliver
James,Contact Magazine) A novel and comprehensive approach to transferring
from the C to F instrument. 430 music examples include folk and national songs
(some in two parts), country dance tunes and excerpts from the standard treble
repertoire of•Bach, Barsanti, Corelli, Handel, Telemann, etc. An outstanding
feature of the book has proved to be Brian Bonsor's brilliantly simple but highly
effective practice circles and recognition squares designed to give, in only a few
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minutes, concentrated practice on the more usual leaps to and from each new
note and instant recognition of random notes. Quickly emulating the outstanding
success of the descant tutors, these books are very popular even with those who
normally use tutors other than the Enjoy the Recorder series.
Originally for chorus and orchestra; acc. arr. for piano for rehearsal purposes
only.
"The Karl Jenkins vocal album brings you songs of mystery and enchantment
from the composer of Adiemus. Favourite numbers from best-selling titles The
armed man: a mass for peace and Requiem rub shoulders with a selection fo
radiant melodies as performed by Kiri Te Kanawa with Karl Jenkins and the
London Symphony Orchestra on EMI Classics' Kiri sings Karl"--Back cover.
(BH Piano). John Adams's sparkling orchestral crowd-pleaser is now available as
an exciting piano duet!
Commissioned for the millennium by the Royal Armouries and dedicated to the
victims of the Kosovo crisis, this work is a contemporary example of a mass
based on the 15th-century French song L'Homme Arme (The Armed Man). The
complete work sets sacred and secular texts including Tennyson, Kipling, The
Koran and the Hindu Mahabharata within the framework of the Christian mass.
A choral extended work for SATB divisi with S Solo composed by Franz
Schubert.
(Boosey & Hawkes Scores/Books). Full performance materials available on rental from
Boosey & Hawkes.
This book will be the largest, most comprehensive reference publication on American
Music. Twenty-five years ago, the four volumes of the first edition of the dictionary
initiated a great expansion in American music scholarship. This second edition reflects
the growth in scholarship the first edition initiated. a wide variety of ethnic and cultural
groups, musical theater, opera, and music technology.
(Boosey & Hawkes Scores/Books). A rare inside look at the evolution of the world's
leading classical publisher and how it works with composers to shape music history.
Rather than wage a price war, Leslie Boosey and Ralph Hawkes decided to merge their
rival businesses in 1930. Signing Bartok and Strauss and investing in talented young
composers like Britten and Copland, the company fully came of age with the acquisition
of masterpieces by Stravinsky, Rachmaninoff, and Prokofiev. The 1980s saw a new
flowering, with impressive signings in America and Europe, but not without internal
struggles. Distinguished journalist and broadcaster Helen Wallace vividly charts the
company's progress through boom years and unexpected financial threats, and reveals
how artistic foresight has been balanced with commercial reality. "A surprisingly
gripping narrative. For those who wonder what really goes on in music publishing, it
offers a fascinating read." BBC Music Magazine
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